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ABOUT PLAY. LEARN. THRIVE.
Play. Learn. Thrive. provides parents with the
education and tools they need to become more
intentional about their children’s toys and play
spaces so they can foster independent and
purposeful play that encourages individualized
learning, problem-solving skills and perseverance.
Play. Learn. Thrive. offers a mix of expert insights and
my own personal experience as a teacher and
mother to three young children that can be used to
create engaging play and learning spaces that work
for any sized home.

ALANNA GALLO
Alanna Gallo is a teacher, mother to
three young children and the founder of
Play. Learn. Thrive., which provides
parents with the education and tools
they need to encourage purposeful play

BY THE NUMBERS

and child-led learning.

2.8K FOLLOWERS
@playlearnthrivekids

27 FOLLOWERS
@playlearnthrive

1.5K MEMBERS
@playlearnthrivekids

370 SUBSCRIBERS
https://playlearnthrive.com

24K/M VIEWS
/playlearnthrive

5 K/M VIEWS
playlearnthrive.com

RECENT WORK
1. The power of purposeful play
2. Child-led/self-directed learning
3. Encouraging independence and selfreliance
4. Organizing your space to promote
purposeful play and independent learning
5. Open ended toys
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WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
"Before taking the Play Learn Thrive program I would
periodically go through toys the kids weren’t playing with and
downsize. I thought this created a clean, less stress play space.
But I wasn’t thinking about purposeful play and didn’t really
understand it. What I discovered during the process of my
playroom redo was how much my kids enjoyed some of the
toys I had hidden away - I went through everything in one day
and my kids were happy to play by themselves with Legos and
Magnatiles all day! I ended up going through the toys in the
kids’ rooms too and felt an emotional clog lifted once we filled
an entire truck bed up with toys to donate. Pickup time is
shorter and we are all happier now that the toys are more."
- SHARI STAMPS, NAVIGATING PARENTHOOD

"Alanna is super friendly and knowledgeable and has allowed
me to see the reasons why my children just weren’t playing! I
thought it was just the personality of my eldest but in fact he
was just overwhelmed by all of the stuff and it was easier to
watch TV than play in the chaos! With Alanna’s help I have
been able to get rid of lots of toys that had little play value but I
was hanging on to them ‘just incase’. I kept some of our best
toys in inaccessible places because they looked pretty and I
worried pieces would go missing, everything is now in reach of
the children and the quality and duration of imaginative play
occurring now is amazing! The boys are playing together
regularly and I am able to do some jobs without being
disturbed every 5 seconds! Thank you.”
- CARLEIGH, CLIENT
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Play. Learn. Thrive. welcomes partnership opportunities with brands whose values and mission
align with our own. Partnership opportunities can include: sponsored social media posts, guest
blog articles, social media giveaway collaboration, Podcast interviews, e-course collaboration, and
more.
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